ACA / NLLIC Information


“ACA Announces Board of Directors Changes.” Jan/Feb, p. 64.


“inMotion Survey Results.” Jan/Feb, pp. 8-10.

“Live LimbStrong... Be LimbStrong.” Mar/Apr, p. 64.


“OPGA and POINT Health Launch Fundraising Campaign for APPLL.” Nov/Dec, p. 64.

“Physical Therapists Needed for ACA Conference.” Mar/Apr, p. 64.

“Spreading the Message of Prevention.” Nov/Dec, p. 49.

Cain, Jeffrey J., MD. “Message From the ACA Board.” Jul/Aug, p. 3.

Foster, Vicki. “Welcome to the 2006 Conference Issue of inMotion!” May/Jun, p. 3.

Isenberg, Patricia, MS, COO. “ACA’s Web Site Reaches Large, Diverse Audience.” May/Jun, p. 8.


Rossbach, Paddy. “Message From the President and CEO.” Jan/Feb, p. 3; Mar/Apr, p. 3; Nov/Dec, p. 3.

Steele, Charlie. “Message From the ACA Board.” Sep/Oct, p. 3.

---

**Adaptive Devices**


---

**Adjustment to Loss**


Edwards, Laurie, PhD. “From Surviving to Thriving: 5 Important Tips for Succeeding With Limb Loss.” Sep/Oct, pp. 18-20.


---

**Advocacy**

“Insurance Cuts Threaten to Dramatically Increase Health Problems of Amputees.” Mar/Apr, p. 36.

*Goins, Meredith P., MIS. "Helping the ACA Help Others." Mar/Apr, pp. 50-51.


---

**Announcements**

“Amputee and Prosthetist Complete Legendary Hawaiian Ironman Course.” Jan/Feb, p. 64.

“Georgia Sports Hall of Fame Inducts First Paralympian.” Jul/Aug, p. 69. (Al Mead)

"O&P Extremity Games 2006." Jan/Feb, p.11.


“Passings.” Jan/Feb, p. 64. (Harry Pallet)

“Two Amputees Win ESPY Awards.” Sep/Oct, p. 65. (Bobby Martin and Sarah Reinertsen.)


---

**Caregivers**

*Henderson, Allison W, MS and Rhonda M. Williams, PhD. “First a Partner, Then a Caregiver: Tips for
Children’s Information

“Smith, Douglas G., MD. “Notes From the Medical Director: Congenital Limb Deficiencies and Acquired Amputations in Childhood.” Jan/Feb, pp. 41-45.


Diabetes


“New Diabetes Campaign Urges Hispanic Americans to Uncover Their Feet.” Nov/Dec, p. 64.


Diseases

Education


Emotional Issues


Fitness


Health

Alley, Randall, BSc, CP, FAAOP, CFT. “Through the Other’s Eyes (and Ears): Building a Better Provider/Patient Relationship by Sharing Information and Seeing From the Other’s Perspective.” Jul/Aug, pp. 55-56.


*Rossbach, Paddy, RN, ACA President & CEO. “Skin Care: Some Do’s and Don’ts.” Mar/Apr, pp. 10-11.


Inspirational Stories

Children/Teens


Nickle, Richard. “Sean Brame: An Inspiration to Amputees of All Ages.” Jul/Aug, p. 66. (Bilateral BK, hand and partial hand.)

Lower Extremity


Bowers, Rick. “Going Into Business: With a Little Help From inMotion?” May/Jun, p. 62. (Hip Disarticulation)


Bowers, Rick. “Learning Lessons Late in Life.” Sep/Oct, p. 24. (Bilateral AK)

Bowers, Rick. “Tips for Success as an Amputee During the First Year.” Sep/Oct, p. 28. (BK)

Cain, Jeffrey J., MD. “The Gift.” Jan /Feb, p. 29. (Bilateral BK and AK)


Squier, Judy. “Transitioning to Acceptance.” Mar/Apr, pp. 40-41. (Bilateral AK)


Seniors

McNutt, Scott. “Marathon Goals.” Mar/Apr, pp. 46-47. (AK)

Upper Extremity

“Foppe, John P. “Swept Off Your Feet.” Jan/Feb, pp. 16-18. (Congenital, Bilateral AE)

Upper and Lower Extremities


Young, Élan. “Out of Necessity: Children’s Book Author Overcomes Biggest Challenge of All.” May/Jun, pp. 51-52. (Congenital, Hand and Bilateral Feet.)
Insurance

**“New Survey Finds Rising Numbers of Uninsured in Moderate- And Middle-Income Families: Nearly 60 Percent of Uninsured Adults With Chronic Illness Skip Pills Due to Cost; May End Up in Emergency Room or Hospital.” Jul/Aug, pp. 14-16.**


*McNutt, Scott. “His Dogs Are All He Has To Live For: Insurance Battles Sap Life’s Purpose For Amputee.” Jul/Aug, p. 18, pp.18-19.


▲ Back to Top
**Mobility**


**Occupational Therapy**


**Pain Management**


**Peer support**

McNutt, Scott. "Healing is the Main Course at These Dinners." Jan/Feb, pp.22-23.

**Prosthetics and Orthotics**


Gallagher, Pamela, PhD and Deirdre Desmond, PhD. “Exploring Psychoprosthetics.” Nov/Dec, pp. 18-20.

Kahle, Jason T., CPO and M. Jason Highsmith, DPT, CP. "When a Prosthesis or Mobility Device Isn’t Enough." May/Jun, pp.18-24.


Michael, John, MEd, CPO/L, FISPO, FAAOP and Jim Alaimo, CPO, FAAOP. “Ask the CPO.” May/Jun, pp. 13-16.

*Sabolich, Scott, CP, LP. “Prosthetic Sockets: Striking a Fine Balance Between Form and Function.” Sep/Oct, pp. 63-64.


▲ Back to Top

---

**Rehabilitation**


Waite, Scott, MPT. “Stretches to Help Maintain or Improve Limb Function.” Sep/Oct, pp. 43-44.

▲ Back to Top

---

**Relationships**


▲ Back to Top
**Research**

“NIH Funds Largest Long-Term Study of Health in Hispanic/Latino Populations.” Nov/Dec, p. 10.


**Safety**

Dupes, Bill. “To Thine Ownself Turn To.” Sep/Oct, p. 54.


**Seniors**

“NIHSeniorHealth Adds Information on Falls.” Nov/Dec, p. 57.

**Sports and Recreation**


**Support Groups**


Surgical Procedures


Travel


Upper Extremity


Vocational Rehabilitation


“Company Creates Custom Prosthetic Arm for Staff Member.” Nov/Dec, pp. 33.

*These articles are available online through the NLLIC Library Catalog at www.amputee-coalition.org/catalog. Many of these articles are also available in Easy Read and Spanish translations.